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In [5], Siebenmann and Sondow have shown that there exist topo-
logically equivalent PL(n+3, w + l)-sphere pairs for n*z2 that are 
combinatorially distinct. In this note, combining their analysis of 
strong A-cobordisms of certain higher dimensional knots and iso-
neighboring theorem due to Noguchi [3J and [4], we show the 
following: 

THEOREM. Assume n~even*z2. Then there exist infinitely many 
combinatorially distinct PL(n+3, n+1)-manifold pairs (Vk, K*), 
4 = 1, 2, • • • , that are not abstract regular neighborhoods but topologi-
cally equivalent to an abstract regular neighborhood (VQ, Ko). 

REMARK. Each submanifold Kk is a PL(w+l)-sphere which is 
1-flat in Vk with only one singularity. (For 1-flat embeddings and 
singularities, see [3].) 

An implication of the Theorem is that regular neighborhoods are 
not topologically invariant. More explicitly we may say: 

COROLLARY. The collapsing is not topologically invariant. 

We note here that (Vk, Kk) and (Vo, Ko) have the vanishing 
Whitehead torsion, since K0 is simply connected. However, in the 
subsequent paper [2], we shall show that the topological invariance 
of Whitehead torsions is equivalent to that of regular neighborhoods 
of polyhedra in the sufficiently high-dimensional euclidean space. 

1. The construction. In the following, we shall use the notations 
in [5]. However, we shall be concerned mainly with the combina
torial (or PL) objects. By a PL n-knot we shall mean a PL(n+2, w)-
sphere pair (Sn+2, Ln) such that Ln has a collar neighborhood (LnXP2) 
in Sn+2 [l] and [4]. 

LEMMA 1. Assume n~even^2. Then there exist infinitely many 
invertible strong h-cdbordisms of PL n-knots 

Ck^dWk, Mk); (So, £0), (Sk} Lk))> fe = l, 2, • • - , such that 
(1) (Sk, Lk) and (So, L0) are combinatorially equivalent, 
(2) wi(So-"L0)~JXGt where J and G are the infinite cyclic group 

and the binary icosahedral group, respectively, and 
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(3) r(ck) = 2krfor k = 1, 2, • • - , where r is an element of Wh(JXG) 
of infinite order such that when k 9ej, there exists no automorphism 0 of 
TTI(SQ—ZQ) making 0*r (ck) = r (CJ) . 

The proof of Lemma 1 is essentially given in [5]. In particular, it 
is to be noted that the argument in Construction 2.5 of [5] is valid 
for « = eveni£2. 

In the subsequent, we shall employ the notations in Lemma 1 and 
assume # —evenà2. First, we form a PL(w+3, #+l)-manifold pair 
(VQ, X0)~a*(So, Lo)Vfo(D"+iXD\ I ) ^ X ( O ) ) from the cone ball 
pair a*(S0, L0) ( » (a*S0f a*Lo)) by attaching the standard ball pair 
(DW+1XZ>2, i > + 1 X(0) ) by a PL homeomorphism 

/ 0 : (bD*+* X D\ bD»+i X (0)) -» ((L0 X D% L0) C (So, U)9 

where bDn+l stands for the boundary of the (w+l)-ball Z)n+1. Then 
(V0i Ko) is clearly an abstract regular neighborhood and K0 is 1-flat 
in VQ with only one singularity (50, L0) at a. 

In the same way, we have a PL(w+3, w+l)-manifold pair (F&, Kk) 
= a*(So, Lo)KJ(Wk, Mk)Ufk (D"+lXB\ Dn+1X(0)) for each ifeèl, 
where/*: (bD»^XD\ bD^X{0))-*((LkXD*), Lk)C(Sk, Lk) is a PL 
homeomorphism. 

2. Distinguishing the pairs combinatorially. Let Uk be a regular 
neighborhood of 2£* in Vk such that £/*CInt Vk for each fe > 0. Since 
2T* is a 1-flat (w+l)-sphere in £/* with only one singularity (50, io) 
at a for each k è 0, it follows from the Theorem in [4] that (£/*, .K*) is 
combinatorially equivalent to ( V0, Ko). Thus we proved : 

ASSERTION 1. For each k^O, the abstract regular neighborhoods 
(U„, Kk) and (V0, K0) are combinatorially equivalent. 

Putting Nk — Vk — Int £/*, we examine a PL manifold triad 
(Nk; bUk, bVk). From Assertion 1, we may identify (Uki Kk) with 
(VQ, KO). Note that bVo=-Eo^J/0D

n+1XbD2 and hence that 
Ti(Eo)£Ê7T1(bVo),whereEo = So--(LoXlnt D*)zndfo' ~fo\bD«+lXbD\ 

Observe that from the construction of the A-cobordism Ck9 Vk is 
obtained from V0 by attaching an A-cobordism from bV0 with the 
torsion 2fer. Here we identify Wh(7ri(ôF0)) with Wh(7Ti(£0)) by the 
isomorphism iri(Eo)=ir\(bVo). In particular, by the regular neighbor
hood annulus theorem (N0) bU0, bV0) is a product cobordism. There
fore, we may conclude the following: 

ASSERTION 2. For each k^O, the triad (Nk; bUkf bVk) is a PL 
h-cobordism with r(Nk, bUk) =2kr, where the torsion is identified by the 
isomorphism m(E0) =TI(b V0) =^ri (b U0). 
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Now we are ready to prove the following: 

PROPOSITION 1. The manifold pain (Vk, Kk), fe = l, 2, • • • , are not 
abstract regular neighborhoods. If k9éj1 then {Vk, Kk) and (Vj, K,) are 
combinatorially distinct for fej^O andj^Q* 

PROOF. First, suppose that (Vk, Kk) is an abstract regular neighbor
hood for some fe è 1. Then it follows that by the uniqueness of regular 
neighborhoods (Vk> Kk) and (Uk, Kk) are combinatorially equivalent. 
Hence, from Assertion 1, {Vk, Kk) and (F0 , K0) are combinatorially 
equivalent. Thus, in order to prove the first statement of Proposition 
1, it suffices to show the second statement. To do this, suppose that 
there exists a PL homeomorphism g: (Vk, Kk)—>(Vj, Kj) for some 
fe^O and j*z0 such that k^j. Then by the uniqueness of regular 
neighborhoods we may assume that g{Uk)-=Uj and hence that 
g(Nk)=Nj. Thus the fc-cobordisms (Nk; bUk, bVk) and (Nj; bU^bV,) 
are combinatorially equivalent. I t follows from the combinatorial 
invariance theorem of Whitehead torsions that g*(2kr)=2j7, where 
g' — g\bUk: bUk—^bUj. This contradicts Lemma 1, (3), completing the 
proof. 

3. Finding homeomorphisms. Form {Wi, Mi) from (Wk, Mk) by 
attaching a collar (So, LQ) X [0, 1) naturally at the left end (So, L0). 
Then, from the invertibility of the knot cobordisms we may prove 
the following by the infinite repetition argument: 

LEMMA 2. For any feel, (Wi, Mi) is PL homeomorphic to 
{S^ Lk) X [0, 1). (For the proof, see Lemma 3.1 in [5].) 

From Lemma 2 and the cone extension argument, we have: 

COROLLARY TO LEMMA 2. Any homeomorphism h\ (Sk, Lk)—>(S0, LQ) 

between the boundaries of a*(S0, Lo)\J(Wkl Mk) and a*(Süt LQ) is ex
tendable to a homeomorphism g: a*(50, Lo)Kj(Wkt Mk)~+a*(Soi £o). 

PROPOSITION 2. For any feèl, there is a homeomorphism 
H:{Vk,Kk)->{VQtKo). 

PROOF. Let h: (Sk, Lk)—>(So, LQ) be a PL homeomorphism between 
the boundaries of a*(S0, L0)U(Wk, Mk) and û*(50, LQ). Then from the 
uniqueness of regular neighborhoods we may assume that 

hfk(fiD*+l X D\ bD^1 X (0)) = MbD**1 X D\ bD^1 X (0)). 

I t follows from Theorem C in [1 ] that 

ƒ5"1*/*: (bDn+l X D\ bD^1 X (0)) -> (bD**1 X D\ bD**1 X (0)) 
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is extendable to a PL homeomorphism 

g: (Z>+1 X D\ D**1 X (0)) -» (D»+l X D\ D**1 X (0)). 

Combining this fact and the Corollary to Lemma 2, we conclude that 
the PL homeomorphism h: (Sk, Lk)-^(S0t L0) is extendable to the 
required homeomorphism H: (Vk, Kk)—>(VQ> i£0), completing the 
proof. 

Now Propositions i and 2 complete the proof of Theorem. 
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